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2017 Legislative Session Overview 
 

This year’s legislative session started in an odd place, with both a lot of positives to build from in regard to 

policymaking and a lot of negatives for both parties politically. 2017 saw the end of the multi-year budget 

impasse after the spring session dragged all the way into July, when a bipartisan passage of a budget, an 

accompanying income tax increase, and finally a subsequent override of Governor Bruce Rauner’s veto of both 

measures finally happened. Rank and file legislators from both parties came together and crafted the package, 

largely independent of their caucus leadership and the Governor’s office, an exceedingly unprecedented move 

in Springfield. 

 

While the passage of the budget eased the enormous pressure facing institutions of higher education, human 

services providers and others, it didn’t ease the political tensions in Springfield. However, later action created 

odd dividing lines that went far beyond the two major parties. In the fall of 2017, after earlier conflicting 

statements that he would either veto or amendatory veto HB40, the Governor signed into law the legislation 

protecting abortion rights in Illinois, as well as allowing for state funding for the procedures. This created a 

huge rift in the Republican Party, with both legislators and major campaign donors on the far right declaring 

Rauner public enemy number one.  

 

This second year of the 100th General Assembly began slowly. All attention was on the March 20 primary 

election from the onset of the year, and the legislature met infrequently at best. Following his actions on HB40 

Governor Rauner caught a primary opponent in outspoken, far right House Member Jeanne Ives. In what 

seemed like a David and Goliath matchup at first, with Rauner’s limitless bankroll, Ives soon began getting 

massive infusions of cash from wealthy Republican donors. At the end of Election Day, the incumbent 

squeaked out a victory against an almost unknown opponent by just a couple of points.  

 

On the Democrat side of things, the progressive faction of the party knocked off many traditional Democratic 

candidates altering the flavor of what the party would look like in Springfield. One exception to this was the 

victory of billionaire JB Pritzker over progressive favorite Daniel Biss in the Democrat Governors primary 

election. 

 

The fireworks didn’t end following the election, however. As the legislature returned to Springfield, the anti-

sexual harassment #MeToo movement made its mark on Springfield when allegations of abuse surfaced 

against a number of Speaker Michael Madigan’s top political lieutenants. 

 

With the two main protagonists of the multi-year battle that characterized the Rauner Administration knocked 

back on their heels a bit, the endgame for session wasn’t exactly clear. What came to pass, however, was one 

of the most collaborative end results the Capitol has seen in many years. As the final weeks and days of session 

came into play, the legislative leaders and budgeteers crafted a bipartisan and bicameral budget that passed 

on overwhelming majorities and with a tremendous expectation that the Governor will sign it. Following that, 

they adjourned with little fanfare to begin their march toward the November General Election. 

 

  



FY19 Budget Overview  
 

The Fiscal Year 2019 budget came together almost too easily after years of acrimony surrounding the process 

in Springfield.  

 

As noted above, following the March Primary Election, when the legislature returned to Springfield the 

budgeteers and legislative leaders began meeting behind closed doors to hammer out what the shape of this 

budget would look like. For his part, Governor Rauner had three requests; it had to be based off an agreed 

revenue estimate, it had to be balanced and it could not rely on any new tax increases. The Democrats began 

from a place of protecting funding for Medicaid and higher education, among other cherished programs. 

 

While this is usually enough to drive a deep wedge, we began from an interesting vantage point this year. With 

the passage of the budget last year and the accompanying bonding, the state made a huge outlay of cash to 

pay down bills, much of which was met with federal match. While the budget had a built-in hole of over $1 

billion, these late federal funds masked it and indeed showed the state as having far greater revenue than it 

actually did. That said, it created an easier starting point for negotiations and allowed the built-in hole to be 

covered with these federal dollars.  

 

From there the budget came together quickly once the various sides sat down. The budgeteers began by taking 

the Governor's introduced budget and reinstating his cuts to establish a base. With an established base the 

process of balancing revenues and spending could begin. 

 

Ultimately the two sides of the ledger are balanced at $38.5 billion. This is about $600 million more in revenue 

than the Governor's introduced FY19 budget at $37.9 billion. The extra resource came from adjustment to the 

Refund Fund and additional resources from the Refund Fund from FY18. Additionally, the personal income tax 

projection was increased by about $160 million to track with how the personal income tax is trending. 

 

The elevated revenue covered part of the gap but there were "cuts" that were needed to cover the remainder 

of the gap. Most of those cuts came from pensions, though not in a way that they have attempted to do so in 

the past. The proposal is basically a pension buy out. This saves money in the current budget because reducing 

the number of people in the pension system reduces the future liability which, in turn, reduces the necessary 

amount of annual payment to hit the desired target. Not only are they planning to buy people out of their 

pensions (for a lesser amount than what they would be paying if the person stayed in the system), they are 

also planning on buying current retirees out of their cost of living adjustments (COLAs). COLAs are the biggest 

driver of pension liability and the plan is to give a retiree an annuity buy-out on their COLAs to discontinue 

them. So the retiree would gain instant cash in exchange for loss of future increased revenue. Neither of these 

pension savings steps is unconstitutional nor requires any outside approval as they are the choice of the 

individual pensioner. 

 

There is a small capital component to the budget of approximately $1 billion and it is funded with existing debt 

service. There is some room in bond authorization, but they will need some increase to cover the full amount 

of the increased capital spending. 



All the cuts to Medicaid and human services in the Governor's budget were restored, with some small 

increases to certain areas. 

 

Of note is that there was no funding assigned to address the unpaid bill backlog. 

 

Finally, and of the deepest importance to our sector, the Medicaid pending applications delays addressed in 

HB4771, SB2913 and SB2385 (more on those bills below) are funded in the FY19 budget. To cover unfunded 

Medicaid liability in FY18 due to the shortfall in the Healthcare Provider Relief Fund, the Department of 

Healthcare and Family Services used resources from Medicare Part B. Now there is a FY18 supplemental of 

$443 million in the Healthcare Provider Relief Fund, which won’t be spent before the end of the fiscal year but 

will be balance at the beginning of FY19. That excess from FY18 will be used to fund pending Medicaid 

applications in FY19 from the $1.1 billion Healthcare Provider Relief Fund appropriation.  

 

In a move that hasn’t happened in a long time, the Senate took responsibility for drafting the budget and the 

Budget Implementation Bill (BIMP) and took first action on it the evening of Wednesday May 30. Recent 

history has had the House drafting and passing the bill and then leaving town, leaving the Senate with little 

choice but to either adopt what the House dictated, or do nothing and leave the state without a budget. This 

move showed a serious leap of faith in the budget making process engaged in this year. The budget and BIMP 

were contained in HB109 and HB3342, respectively. They passed that chamber with an overwhelming 54-2 

vote. The House took up the measures the following day and passed them with huge majorities. 

 

All indications are that the Governor will sign the agreed budget. This isn’t to say that there won’t be a need to 

manage cash flow and make potential adjustments later, however, it is a drastic turnaround from the past 

three years. 

 

Medicaid Eligibility Determinations 
 

This session IHCA focused a lot of our legislative efforts on how we can address the Medicaid eligibility delays 

seen across the entire sector. IHCA’s legislative champion on Medicaid Pendings, Representative Norine 

Hammond, sponsored a comprehensive IHCA bill that addressed a number of administrative inefficiencies, 

communication improvements, notifications and most importantly provisional eligibility. After many 

discussions with Leading Age, the Affordable Assisted Living Coalition and the Health Care Council of Illinois, 

the sector as a whole agreed to work on a comprehensive package that addressed the Medicaid pendings 

backlog in the most meaningful ways and numerous bills were used for this purpose. The bills included in the 

final package include:  

SB2385 Sen. John Mulroe/Rep. Lou Lang- This bill was the banking component of the comprehensive package. 

One of the biggest struggles for facilities helping residents apply for Medicaid was the process of obtaining 

financial records at the Department’s request. After negotiating with the banks on best practices when 

handling financial records, the solution created was to send the financial institution a written consent and 

authorization form from that is laid out in statute. Knowing the application processes is on a timeline, the bill 

requires the financial institution to send the financial documents to the Department within 10 days of 

http://ilga.gov/legislation/billstatus.asp?DocNum=4771&GAID=14&GA=100&DocTypeID=HB&LegID=110070&SessionID=91
http://ilga.gov/legislation/billstatus.asp?DocNum=2913&GAID=14&GA=100&DocTypeID=SB&LegID=110171&SessionID=91
http://ilga.gov/legislation/billstatus.asp?DocNum=2385&GAID=14&GA=100&DocTypeID=SB&LegID=108903&SessionID=91
http://ilga.gov/legislation/billstatus.asp?DocNum=109&GAID=14&GA=100&DocTypeID=HB&LegID=99059&SessionID=91
http://ilga.gov/legislation/billstatus.asp?DocNum=3342&GAID=14&GA=100&DocTypeID=HB&LegID=105096&SessionID=91
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/billstatus.asp?DocNum=2385&GAID=14&GA=100&DocTypeID=SB&LegID=108903&SessionID=91


receiving the proper consent form. This bill was the first of three that passed both chambers with unanimous 

votes.  

SB2913 Sen. John Mulroe/Rep. Jay Hoffman- Over the course of the entire spring session the associations 

worked with the Departments, Legislators and the Administration on crafting a bill that is completely agreed to 

in order for the Governor to quickly sign it. The associations placed every solution within this bill and used that 

as a starting point. In the end there were five key provisions included in the bill; It establishes expedited 

processing for Medicaid Long Term Care applications and redeterminations, implements a process for a type of 

“passive redetermination” now known as ex parte redeterminations, extends deadlines for providers to submit 

changes in resident status to HFS, creates training and instructions for applicants, caseworkers, and providers, 

and improves communication channels between central office, applicants and facilities and permits the ability 

to speak with trained personnel via phone. SB2913 was passed out of both chambers with unanimous votes.  

HB4771 Rep. Norine Hammond/ Sen. John Mulroe- Through the entirety of this process of passing meaningful 

solutions to the Medicaid pendings backlog IHCA championed provisional eligibility on pending cases over 45 

days as the highest priority. In the midst of discussions over provisional eligibility in the legislature, Koss v. 

Norwood certified a class of people who have applications pending over 45 days. The judge ordered that the 

state must presume those cases over 45 days as eligible until the application is completed and must pay for 

those services beginning June 28, 2018. This court ruling made a very strong case in our favor in the fight for 

provisional eligibility. Nonetheless, the Departments remained adamantly opposed to this piece, which 

resulted in placing it in a standalone bill. HB4771 passed out of both chambers unanimously, sending a strong 

message to the Governor. Although there was no promise from the Governor to sign this piece, if it is in fact 

vetoed, we believe we have a vote proof majority to override his veto placing provisional eligibility into law. 

Substantive Legislative Agenda  
 

There were over 13,000 bills, resolutions, joint resolutions, constitutional amendments and executive orders 

introduced in the 100th General Assembly as well as countless amendments and legislative drafts. IHCA public 

policy staff read and analyzed each one to assess impact to the long term care sector and decide on any 

needed course of action. To see all legislation tracked and worked on by IHCA policy staff, visit the IHCA 

Legislative Tracker. 

 

IHCA Sponsored Substantive Legislation: 

 

The IHCA Public Policy Committee and policy staff use the final quarter of the previous year to develop IHCA’s 

legislative agenda. This year we developed an aggressive agenda focused most heavily on reimbursement 

issues, most especially protecting the rate in the budget making process and attempting to correct the massive 

Medicaid eligibility determination delay (pendings) issue as detailed previously. In addition, IHCA sought to 

make a number of smaller legislative changes in response to various regulatory pressures. Our agenda 

included: 

 

 Estate Claims Prioritization 

 180 Day Voucher Submittal Clarification 

 Distressed Facilities Clarification 

http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/billstatus.asp?DocNum=2913&GAID=14&GA=100&DocTypeID=SB&LegID=110171&SessionID=91
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/billstatus.asp?DocNum=4771&GAID=14&GA=100&DocTypeID=HB&LegID=110070&SessionID=91
http://www.hannah-il.com/Report_Custom.aspx?sid=WMWyi3HG1gk%3d&rid=B735nkqg12k%3d
http://www.hannah-il.com/Report_Custom.aspx?sid=WMWyi3HG1gk%3d&rid=B735nkqg12k%3d


 Medicaid Pendings-HB4277 Rep. Hammond - Provided for immediate eligibility on community Medicaid cases 

that were pending over 45 days, required the department to provide receipt of received documents, provided 

for a common authorized representative form to be used through the appeals process, expedited payments for 

applications over federal timeframe and other procedural solutions. This bill addressed the backlog 

immediately through eligibility while tackling administrative hurdles in the application process. As outlined 

earlier in the report, this bill was included into the overall discussion on Medicaid eligibility determinations.  

 

Estate Claims-SB3120 Sen. Chris Nybo/Rep. Chris Welch - In statute there is an order to which estate claims 

are paid out that are grouped in classes. In the 4th group it provides “… expenses attending the last illness.” 

Some courts have misinterpreted this section of the Act and classified nursing home and hospital providers in 

the 7th “all other claims” group rather than the appropriate group dealing with final attended illness. Providers 

essentially would not receive payment when placed in the last grouping. SB3120 clarified last attending illness 

as necessary medical, hospital and nursing home expenses for the care of the decedent during the year 

immediately preceding death. This bill flew through the processes with no opposition in either chamber and is 

on its way to the Governor.  

 

180 Day Voucher Submittal Clarificaiton-HB5804 Rep. Jerry Costello - In the SMART Act of 2012, the 

requirement for providers to submit a claim no later than 180 days after services were provided was placed 

into law so the state could have an accurate accounting of liability to pay down bills. Although not a common 

occurrence, the few exceptions provided in rule do not account for lack of notice of a denied claim, error or 

rejection. When providers see an average payment cycle of over 4 months, these errors are hard to catch 

within the 180 day timeframe. IHCA proposed HB5804 that took into account those claims that did not receive 

notice of denial, error or rejection and allowed the provider to resubmit the claims for payment if found that 

the provider made a good faith effort to bill within the 180 day period. The bill made the exception valid as 

long as the payment cycles are extended over 30 days. Hospital language on paper claims was also included in 

the bill. HB5804 remained in committee due to concerns over the hospital language. 

 

Distressed Facilities-HB5506 Rep. Anne Moeller - In 2010 a number of nursing home reforms were passed in 

SB326, one of which was to require the Department of Public Health to generate and publish a quarterly list of 

distressed facilities based off of an arbitrary report. Rules on distressed facilities are still in the process of being 

developed, with the help of the Long Term Care Advisory Committee, 7 years later. As the law is written, it 

would require placing 47 homes on the distressed list even if all homes across Illinois were five-star facilities. 

IHCA public policy members thought it was important to clarify the process in order to allow the department 

to promulgate rules in a quicker manner that addresses the issue of distressed facilities in a more focused way. 

HB5506 was introduced; however, it remained in rules due to advocacy group concerns.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/billstatus.asp?DocNum=4277&GAID=14&GA=100&DocTypeID=HB&LegID=108762&SessionID=91
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/billstatus.asp?DocNum=3120&GAID=14&GA=100&DocTypeID=SB&LegID=110706&SessionID=91
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/billstatus.asp?DocNum=5804&GAID=14&GA=100&DocTypeID=HB&LegID=111896&SessionID=91
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/billstatus.asp?DocNum=5506&GAID=14&GA=100&DocTypeID=HB&LegID=111457&SessionID=91


Medicaid Omnibus Bill 

 

Almost every session a Medicaid Omnibus bill is crafted that includes fixes and solutions across the board for a 

number of Medicaid providers. This year SB1851, sponsored by Representative Greg Harris and Senator 

Heather Steans, became the vehicle for the language that originated from the Medicaid working group. The 

Medicaid pendings legislation was kept out of the bigger package in order for it to move quickly on its own but 

was supported by those legislators in the group. The bill included language on a hospital assessment clean up, 

MCO reporting and accountability, therapeutic payments for Specialized Mental Health Rehabilitation facilities, 

and DCFS psychiatric stay language.  

 

The bill affected our members in a limited way. In regard to transportation and the different forms required by 

payer groups, SB1851 provides for a single Physician Certification Statement (PCS) form, in non-emergency 

situations, required to be completed and given to transportation providers prior to transport. As originally 

presented to the group, this language held Nursing Homes liable for full cost of transportation if the form was 

not received by the ambulance provider. IHCA expressed great opposition to this piece but committed to work 

on the use of a single form and to help educate providers. With this commitment, the ambulance group agreed 

to remove the liability piece and focused on the use of a single form.  

 

The PCS form will be created by the Department of Healthcare and Family Services within 75 days after the 

effective date of the bill and will be required to be fully implemented 3 months after the form is certified by 

the Department. 

 

For Center members a restructuring of the MC/DD rate that benefits the sector was included in the bill. This 

piece was originally an initiative of The Center in a standalone bill, but was later rolled into the comprehensive 

bill. 

 

Opposition Initiatives: 

 

While IHCA promotes our own initiatives and other pieces of legislation introduced, we also engage in 

negotiations to make bad bills better and most importantly work to kill bills that would be harmful to the 

sector. As with the above mentioned election year and all legislation being controlled, most bills that we 

adamantly opposed were not allowed to move, which worked in our favor. Despite these controls being placed 

on some of the bad legislation, we faced  a number of pieces were poised to move through the system that we 

had to either kill or amend to exclude the sector. Some of these are detailed below:  

 

Nurse Violence Prevention HB4100 Rep. Stephanie Kifowit/Sen. Christina Castro - This piece of legislation 

required ICF/DD and MC/DD providers to comply with a workplace violence requirement program. In this bill 

facilities were required to post signs stating work place violence would not be tolerated, health care workers 

could refuse to work with residents who could be potentially violent, and included requirements specific to 

committed or incarcerated persons; populations that ICF/DD and MC/DD facilities do not provide care for. 

IHCA partnered with The Center to voice concerns over the bill and both ICF/DD and MC/DD were removed 

from the list of providers required to comply with the program.  

http://ilga.gov/legislation/billstatus.asp?DocNum=1851&GAID=14&GA=100&DocTypeID=SB&LegID=104985&SessionID=91
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/billstatus.asp?DocNum=4100&GAID=14&GA=100&DocTypeID=HB&LegID=107944&SessionID=91


Universal Long Term Care SB354 Sen. Biss - As Senator Biss participated in the democratic primary for 

Governor earlier this year, the subject matter of Affordable Long Term Care developed into one of his causes. 

This issue is most certainly a brain child of his campaign backers, SEUI. Late this session an amendment 

dropped introducing this concept and IHCA instantly got to work in order for this bill to never be called for a 

vote. The bill required a special LTC support program to be in place by 2025 to further the rebalance of Long 

Term Care into home and community based services by setting up a tax structure to pay for these benefits. 

Opposition was expressed by many and the bill remained in Senate Human Services. Later in session there was 

a subject matter hearing on this issue, which is a clear sign that this issue will present itself again.  

 

Involuntary Discharge Restrictions - Being the second year in the 100th General Assembly, last year’s bills that 

did not move are still considered to be ‘alive’ and can be amended and heard. The groups promoting 

SB1624/HB3392 last session came to the associations this spring with what they called an agreed bill. 

Unfortunately this was not the case. They simply removed the penalty and staffing sections of the bill while 

leaving the involuntary discharge restrictive language intact. The legislation takes away almost all ability from a 

facility to involuntarily discharge a resident. IHCA opposed the legislation immediately and worked to inform 

the sponsor and others of our opposition. Due to our continued opposition, the amendment was never filed 

nor was the bill heard in committee. 

http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/BillStatus.asp?DocNum=0354&GAID=14&DocTypeID=SB&LegID=100295&SessionID=91&SpecSess=&Session=&GA=100
http://ilga.gov/legislation/billstatus.asp?DocNum=1624&GAID=14&GA=100&DocTypeID=SB&LegID=104356&SessionID=91
http://ilga.gov/legislation/billstatus.asp?DocNum=3392&GAID=14&GA=100&DocTypeID=HB&LegID=105146&SessionID=91

